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Abstract
Last Revision, GD, Sept 8, 1994. If you see this, private notes are
included.
This paper deals with the formation and use of topological maps of an environment by an active agent (such as a mobile robot). The agent is assumed to have
neither compass nor other instruments for measuring orientation or distance, and,
therefore, no associated metrics. The resulting maps are similar to conventional
graphs. The robot is assumed to have enough sensory capability to traverse graph
edges autonomously, recognize when it has reached a vertex, and enumerate edges
incident upon the current vertex, locating them relative to the edge via which it
entered the current vertex. We present algorithms, along with worst case complexity bounds and experimental results, for representative classes of graphs for three
fundamental problems. The first of these is the exploration problem in which we
demonstrate that a robot cannot explore its environment without the aid of some
additional mechanism, such as a set of visually detectable, portable, distinct markers.
The second problem is the validation problem: if the robot is given an input map
and it’s current position and orientation with respect to the map, determine whether
the map is correct. The third problem is the self-location problem: given only a
map of the environment, determine the position of the robot and its “orientation”
(i.e. the correspondence between edges of the map and edges in the world at the
robot’s position). Finally, we consider the power of some other non-metric aids in
exploration.

⇐ To do

Please address correspondence to Evangelos Milios.
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Introduction

One of the problems confronting an autonomous mobile robot is that of maintaining an
internal description of its environment. Without a useful internal representation (a map)
and knowledge of the robot’s pose with respect to this map, many robotic tasks become
difficult, if not impossible. This is not to say that all mobile robotic tasks require a map.
Some tasks may be amenable to behaviour-based approaches, and for such tasks an internal
description of the environment may not be required, (see, for example [6, 7, 8, 1]). For
other tasks, especially complex structured tasks, which are specific to particular landmarks
in the environment, a map of the environment is crucial. If the robot is to have a map,
what form would this map take, and how should it be acquired?
There are many possible ways in which a map can be built. Perhaps the simplest is to
have the map input manually (offline). Although an attractive approach due to its ease of
implementation, a manually crafted map of the environment may not be the best map for
the robot to use; the features and structures most natural for humans may not correspond
well to features and structures to which the robot has sensory access. It is often better to
have a robot create the map itself.
Several map representations have been proposed in the literature. These include: metric representations [2, 21, 22, 9, 15], which explicitly model the two or three dimensional
position of elements of the environment, probabilistic representations [24, 25], which retain many metric properties in the representation, but augment the representation with
uncertainty information, and topological or graph-like representations [20, 10, 3], which
represent locations of interest. Hybrid maps, which combine elements of each of these representational levels have also been proposed [16, 1]. Integration of a map within a reactive
framework has also been explored [23].
When an autonomous agent explores its own environment the fundamental problem
that the robot has to address is the “have I been here before” problem. If the environment
1

is modelled in a metric manner, this problem can be viewed as equivalent to the following:
Given the current position and orientation of the robot (known with a particular covariance
error matrix with respect to a world-centered coordinate system), has the robot been to
this location previously via this or some other path? If the environment is represented in
a graph-like manner, the question becomes “have I visited this location before”, and, if so,
which entrance did I use last time I entered here?
In previous work [14, 12] we described and analyzed an algorithm for exploring an unknown environment and building a graph-like map of an unknown world (see also §3). This
work assumes that a topological, rather than metric, description of the world is desirable
at some level in a descriptive hierarchy [20]. A graph-like map was chosen because it represents the minimal information that a robot must be able to represent in order to distinguish
one place from another. The exploration algorithm allows the robot to form a model of its
world by exploring the world systematically with the use of one or more distinct markers
that can be dropped and picked up at will. These markers can be recognized if they are
found on the path of the robot. The exploration algorithm works by incrementally expanding a “known subgraph” of the world by exploring unknown edges incident with it. The
algorithm requires the robot to make no more than 5M N −N 2 +2dmax (M −N +1)+2N +M
edge traversals (where the Graph G has M edges, N vertices and a maximum node degree
of dmax ). This results in a worst case complexity of O(M N ) ≤ O(N 3 ) moves.

I made ⇐ To do

MN explicit (above) and will do so elsewhere too. Make def ’n of mech. complexity more explicit as a def ’n of MECHANICAL TIME COMPLEXITY. In
the work presented in [14, 12] and extended here, we are concerned with the mechanical
time complexity (mechanical complexity) of the task, that is, the number of discrete motions that the robot must perform. As the time constant associated with moving a robot
is considerably longer than the constant associated with a computational step, mechanical complexity is the limiting factor for these types of operations (given that the purely
computational problem is tractable, of course). That is not to say that the computational
2

cost is not important – only that for these tasks it is outweighed by the mechanical or
locomotive cost.
Note that it is not possible, in general, for the robot to explore its environment without
some navigational aid. As an example, all regular graphs of degree k (i.e. graphs in which
each vertex has k incident edges) are indistinguishable from each other without markers,
because each vertex appears identical to every other vertex.
After briefly reviewing the robot and world models and our earlier exploration results,
this paper focusses on two related problems: Given a map of the world, how can an
active agent (a robot) determine whether the map is correct in its description of the
connections between locations. This is the map validation problem. A related problem
is that of self-location: given a map, how can an active agent determine its current
location and orientation with respect to the map, where “orientation” is equivalent to the
correct correspondence between the map edges and the world edges incident on the current
location?
In addition to providing a worst case analysis of the validation and self-location algorithms, we present empirical expected-case results on particular classes of graphs for
the validation and exploration algorithms. For some classes of graphs the exploration
algorithm, which has higher worst case complexity, actually outperforms the validation
algorithm.
Finally, we comment on the usefulness of markers as the mechanism by which the robot
validates, explores, or localizes itself, and consider the performance advantages in using
other non-metric mechanisms such as a an infinitely long string (similar to the mythological
Ariadne’s string [17]), bread crumbs (or fixed markers permanently installed by the robot),
or a single fixed marker to serve as the reference for both location and orientation.

3

2

The World Model

The algorithms presented in this paper operate on an augmented graph-like representation
of the world, which is defined below. Although we will speak of the world in this paper
as consisting of nodes and edges, it must be emphasized that we are not claiming that
this representation is the only one needed for the operation of an autonomous robot.
Presumably, metric information is acquired at the very least for short-term use in collision
avoidance and path planning. In the algorithms that follow we a assume a complete lack of
metric data. This assumption severely restricts the possible approaches that are possible to
solve mapping and related tasks. Non-metric representations are in some sense minimal –
if the problem can be solved without metric data then even when metric data is corrupted
by noise a solution is still possible. Accurate metric data may provide mechanisms to
improve performance or present alternative approaches, but the task is solvable even when
this data is unavailable or unreliable.

2.1

Definitions

The World:

⇐ To do

GD: This used to say embedding of a graph. In fact, we are

more general I think: a graph plus an ordering relation. A planar embedding
provides this, but for high-er dimensionalities our method works without having
to make the embedding explicit, I believe. OK. EEM.

The world is defined as

an undirected graph G: G = (V, E) with set of N vertices V and set of M edges E and
an ordering relation on the edges at each node, as described below. Note that in practice
such a graph could be defined within a continuous environment based on landmarks or
other features. One possible definition of a graph vertex is as a location that maximizes
a distinctiveness measure [19]. The vertices of G are denoted by: V = {v1 , ..., vN }. We
will restrict the world model to graphs G that contain no cycles of length ≤ 2.

GD: ⇐ To do

I cut this ”i.e. the graph contains no degenerate or redundant paths.” since
4

I am not sure if ”degenerate” is well-understood and redundant could imply
multiple paths between 2 points which we *do* allow. The cycle constraint
alone is sufficient, I think. OK. EEM.

This definition prohibits the world from

having multiple edges between two vertices or between a vertex and itself. Although this
restriction is not essential for the operations that follow, it does simplify them considerably.
The definition of an edge in G is extended slightly to include the explicit specification of
the order of edges incident upon each vertex of the graph with respect to the other edges.
This ordering can be obtained by enumerating the edges in a systematic (e.g. clockwise)
manner from some standard starting direction. Such a specification of the cyclic edge
ordering is provided by an embedding of the graph; in conjunction with the specification
of the exterior face of the graph it is equivalent to a planar embedding for planar graphs. ⇐ To do
Deleted this in favor of new text. I think this below if *different* from the
new.... Am I wrong? G.D.
An edge Ei,j incident upon vi and vj can be assigned labels ni and nj , one
with respect to each of vi and vj respectively. n represents the ordering of the
edge Ei,j with respect to the consistent enumeration of edges at vi , m represents
the ordering of the edge Ei,j with respect to the consistent enumeration of the
edges at vj . OK. EEM.
An edge Ei,j incident upon vi and vj can be assigned labels n and m, one with respect
to each of vi and vj , given a reference edge in each vertex. The labels n and m can be
considered as general directions, e.g. from vertex vi the nth exit takes edge Ei,j to vertex
vj . More specifically, a path can be specified as a series of edge labels such the the entry
edge at a vertex is always the reference edge and the successive labels specify the exit edges
(eg. take the 3rd edge on the right, then take the 2nd edge on the right, etc.).
Cut the following – too self-flagellating, ok? (GD): Although this definition
may seem overly constrained and difficult to achieve in practice, OK. EEM.
This type of environment is often found in the “corridor” environments of much robotics
5

⇐ To do

research (e.g. [18]).
Movement and Action: The robot can move from one vertex to another by traversing
an edge (a move), it can pick up a marker that is located at the current vertex, and it
can put down a marker it holds at the current vertex (a marker operation). The robot in
general has K ≥ 1 markers at its disposal.
Assume the robot is at a single vertex, vi , having entered the vertex through edge Ei,l .
In a single move, it leaves vertex vi for vertex vj by traversing the edge Ei,j , which is
located r edges after Ei,l according to the edge order at vertex vi . This is expressed by
the transition function: δ(vi , Ei,l , r) = vj . We assume the following invertibility property
concerning the transition function:

if δ(vi , Ei,l , r) = vj and δ(vj , Ei,j , s) = vk , then δ(vj , Ej,k , −s) = vi

where −s refers to the inverse edge enumeration: i.e. the label such that if Ej,k has
label s with respect to Ei,j then Ei,j has label −s with respect to Ej,k . This implies that
a sequence of moves is invertible, and can be retraced.

I suggesting cutting the fol- ⇐ To do

lowing, it is implicit in the definitions and confusing, esp. since it requires a
definition of DEGENERATE and a formal definition of edge labels being not
equal even though there is a cyclic ordering that may repeat (we can do it via
modulo arithmetic, but that is not as general as the rest of the stuff ) [GD].
Note that there cannot exist a t 6= −s such that δ(vj , Ej,k , t) = vi and that
there does not exist a t such that δ(vj , ·, t) = vj .
HAD (GD): δ(vj , Ej,k , t) = vj . OK. EEM.
A single move is thus specified by the order r of the edge from which the robot exits the
current vertex, where r is defined with respect to the edge along which the robot entered
the vertex. Note that in the special case of a planar embedding of a graph, enumeration
6

of edges in a clockwise fashion satisfies the above assumption.
A marker operation is fully specified by indicating for each of the K markers whether it
is being picked up, put down, or not operated upon. This is specified by a K-tuple ΩK =
(op1 , op2 , ..., opK ), where the element opk has a value from the set {pickup, putdown, null},
according to the operation performed on marker k.
A simple action a is defined as a marker operation accompanied by (followed by) a
single move, therefore a = (b, δ), where b ∈ ΩK .

Note, we prohibit is null move is ⇐ To do

this definition since a transition function always takes us someplace. Perhaps
we should augment the transition fn to or the action def ’n permit it? G.D.
eg. In the def ’n of delta, ...or δ(vi , Ej,k , N IL) = vi . - I agree, but let us keep
the formalism simple. EEM.

The robot performs some action on the markers in the

current vertex and then moves to a new location. A path A ∈ a+ is a nonempty sequence
of actions. Note that not all action sequences are feasible at all times since the robot is
only permitted to pick up markers that reside in its current vertex or to drop markers that
it is carrying.
Perception: The robot’s perception is of two kinds, marker-related and edge-related
perception.
Marker-related Perception. Assume that the robot is at vertex vi . The marker-related
perception of the robot is a K-tuple B = (b1 , b2 , ..., bK ), where bk has a value from
the set {present, not−present}, according to whether marker k is present at vertex
vi .

I am inclined to delete the subscript s above, why do we need it ⇐ To do

here? I don’t even recall what it denotes! G.D. (This would give: Bs =
(bs1 , bs2 , ..., bsK ), where bsk has a value from the set ) DONE. EEM.
Edge-related Perception. The robot can determine the relative positions of edges incident
on the vertex vi in a consistent manner given that it knows it arrived by edge Ei,j , for
7

example, by a clockwise enumeration starting with Ei,j . As a result, the robot can
assign an integer label to each edge incident on vi , representing the order of that edge
with respect to the edge enumeration at vi . The label 0 is assigned arbitrarily to the
edge Ei,j , through which the robot entered vertex vi . The ordering is local, because
it depends on the edge Ei,j . Entering the same vertex from two different edges will
lead to two local orderings, one of which is a permutation of the other. Note that if
the graph is planar and a spatially consistent (e.g. clockwise) enumeration of edges
is used, then two permutations will be simple cyclic shifts of each other. However,
this will not hold in general, and in this paper we only require that the edges can be
ordered consistently.
The sensory information that the robot acquires while at vertex vi is the pair consisting
of the marker-related perception at that vertex and the order of edges incident on that
vertex, with respect to the edge along which the robot entered the vertex. If the robot
visits the same vertex twice, it must relate the two different local orderings produced and
unify them into a single global ordering, for example by finding the label of the 0-th edge of
the second ordering with respect to the first ordering. Determining when the same vertex
has been visited twice and generating a global ordering for each vertex is part of the task
of the following algorithms.

3

Map building: exploration

In earlier work ([12, 14]) it was demonstrated that in general it is not possible for a robot
to explore and map an unknown graph-like environment as defined here without markers
or additional sensory information. This is consistent with human intuition: fairly tales,
and mythology are full of stories of heroes who avoided becoming lost within a maze by
dropping markers or unwinding string as they went. The basic problem is that, once a
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human or robotic explorer enters an unknown environment, they cannot always determine
when or if they have returned to a previously visited location. The mythological solutions
typically require a potentially large number of markers, breadcrumbs or a lot of string.
In these earlier papers it was also demonstrated that as long as the explorer had at
least a single marker which could be dropped and picked up at will it was possible for the
explorer to fully map the environment (an arbitrary graph). This could be accomplished
with only 5M N − N 2 + 2dmax (M − N + 1) + 2N + M or O(M N ) ≤ O(N 3 ) steps (although
complexity for most typical cases appears substantially better than this worst-case bound).
The basis of the algorithm is the maintenance of an explored subgraph of the full graph. As
new vertices are encountered, they are added to the explored subgraph, and their outgoing
edges are added to the set of edges that lead to unknown places and therefore must be
explored.
More formally, the algorithm maintains an explored subgraph S, and a set of unexplored
edges U , which emanate from vertices of the explored subgraph. A step of the algorithm
consists of selecting a set, E, of k unexplored edges from U , and “validating” the vertex
vβ at the unexplored end of each edge e = (vα , vβ ) in the set E (where vα ∈ S by ⇐
construction). Validating a vertex vβ means making sure that it is not identical to any Changed
other vertex in the explored subgraph. This is carried out by placing one of the k markers v1,v2

to

at vβ and visiting all vertices of the known subgraph S along edges of S, looking for the valmarker (and each of the other k − 1 markers dropped at this step). Note that the other pha,vbeta.
vertex vα incident upon e is already in the subgraph S.
If the marker is found at vertex vi of the explored subgraph S, then vertex vβ (where the
marker was dropped) is identical to the already known vi (where the marker was found).
In this case, edge e = (vα , vβ ) must be assigned an index with respect to the edge ordering
of vertex vβ . To determine this, the robot drops the marker at vα and goes back to vβ
along the shortest path in the explored graph S. At vβ , it tries going out of the vertex
along each of its incident edges. One of them will take the robot back to vα , which the
9

GD

robot will immediately recognize due to the presence of the marker. Note that the index of
e with respect to the edge ordering of vα is known by construction. Edge e is then added
to the subgraph S and removed from U .
If the marker is not found at one of the vertices of S, then vertex vβ is not in the
subgraph S, and therefore must be added to it. The previously unexplored edge e is also
added to S, which has now been augmented by one edge and one vertex. Adding the
vertex vβ to the subgraph causes all edges incident upon it to be assigned an index with
respect to the edge e by which the robot entered the vertex (edge e is assigned index 0)
and the new edges are added to the set of unexplored edges U . Note that no other edge
of the new vertex vβ has been previously added to the subgraph, because otherwise vβ
would have already been in the explored subgraph. This index assignment establishes the
edge ordering local to vβ . The algorithm terminates when the set of unexplored edges U
is empty. A formal proof of the correctness of the algorithm is presented in [14].
The cost of exploring the graph in terms of edge traversals by the robot (mechanical
complexity) is O(M N ) ≤ O(N 3 ), where M is the number of edges and N is the number
of nodes. This follows from the need to go back and actually visit all of the locations in
the known sub-graph to solve the “have I been here before” problem. In practice, it is not
always necessary to explore an environment completely from scratch. A map may already
be available and it may suffice to determine if the existing map of the world corresponds
to its current state and, if not, to determine where the two are inconsistent.

4

Map validation with known initial pose

The problem we will address in this section is defined as follows [13]. The robot is given
a map C of its graph-like world W . The map C is a graph of the same form as the one
computed by exploration: it consists of a set of vertices VC = {vC1 , vC2 , ..., vCn }, and a set
of edges EC with a cyclic edge ordering at each vertex.
10

WAS (GD): with each edge ⇐ To do

having an order with respect to both of its vertices. OK. EEM.

The world W

in which the robot resides is also a graph consisting of vertices VW = {vW 1 , vW 2 , ..., vW n0 }
and a set of edges EW with an associated ordering at each vertex. The robot is told which
map vertex vC0 corresponds to the world vertex vW 0 that it starts in. The robot is also
told which map edge eC0k corresponds to a specific physical exit edge from vertex vM 0 (this
is the robot’s initial “orientation”). The robot is then asked to verify the correctness of
the map C, i.e. to determine whether C is consistent with the world W , by looking for
an isomorphism relationship between C and W that preserves the cyclic edge ordering at
each vertex. GD: There should be a better way to say this, i.e. ... to determine ⇐ To do
is there is an isomorphism relationship between C and W that preserves that
cyclic ordering. DONE. EEM. An affirmative answer to this question automatically
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the elements (vertices and edges) of C
and W . We now present an algorithm for solving the above map validation problem, which
requires at most 4N 2 + 4M − 4N − 6 or O(N 2 ) moves of the robot.
The key idea underlying the validation algorithm is the construction of a spanning tree
of the map C rooted at the initial vertex of the map (an operation requiring (for example)
O(N 2 log N ) computations using Kruskal’s algorithm [5]). The algorithm first verifies the
presence of this tree in the world and then verifies the remaining edges of the world with
respect to the map (which is akin to an exploration task). We now describe the algorithm
for the case in which the robot is equipped with a single movable marker. We will use the
notation φ(vCi ), φ(eCij ) and φ(subgraph) to denote the vertex, edge or subgraph in the
world W which corresponds to vCi , eCij or subgraph of C, respectively. The symbol φ−1 (·)
is used to denote the inverse mapping from W to C. The notation index(e, vCi ) indicates
the index of edge e incident on vertex vCi with respect to vCi . Finally, edge(l, vCi ) indicates
the map edge incident on vCi with index l with respect to vCi . The algorithm is as follows.
1. Validate a spanning tree rooted at the initial robot position.
11

(a) Compute a spanning tree ST of the map, rooted at the initial map vertex vC0 .
(b) Validate ST .
For each vertex vCi of ST ,
i. Move the robot to φ(vCi ) and place the marker there. Do this by following
a path entirely on φ(ST ).

I think we can delete this (GD): Check ⇐ To do

that each vertex v of W on that path has the same signature
(degree) as φ−1 (v), otherwise the validation fails. OK. EEM.

If

additional sensor information is available (for example an observation of the
node degree), its consistency can be verified.
ii. Visit all vertices of φ(ST ) by traversing edges of φ(ST ) only. TODOCan
delete (GD): Check that each vertex v of W on that path has the same
degree as φ−1 (v), otherwise validation fails. OK. EEM. If additional sensor
information is available (for example an observation of the node degree),
its consistency can be verified. If the marker is found at a physical vertex
v different from φ(vCi ) as indicated by following the same physical path on
C as well, then validation fails.
With the marker at each of N nodes in turn, 2(N −1) edge traversals are required
to do a complete tour of φ(ST ) (since a complete tour of a tree need only traverse
each tree edge once in each direction). At most 2(N − 1) − 1 edge traversals are
needed to move the marker from node to node. Thus 2N (N −1) + 2(N −1) − 1,
or 2N 2 − 3 edge traversals are required altogether for step 1.
2. Validate the edges outside the spanning tree, by checking that they connect the
correct two vertices. An efficient way to do this is to check all edges that are incident
on a single vertex with at most a single physical traversal of the graph.
For each vertex vCi of the map C

12

(a) Move the robot to φ(vCi ) and place the marker there. Do this by following a
path entirely on φ(ST ).
(b) Leave the marker at φ(vCi ).
(c) Visit all neighbours vCj on the map of vCi via the ST .
(d) For each such vertex vCj (associated with an edge eCij = (vCi , vCj ) according
to the map) check physically whether edge φ(eCij ) exists by traversing the edge
φ(edge(index(eCij , vCj ), vCj )) and looking for the marker at the other end of
that edge.
Using similar reasoning to that used for step 1, this requires at most
2(N − 1) − 1 +

N
X

0

(2(N − 1) + 2d (vCi ))

(1)

i=1
0

edge traversals, where d (vCi ) is the degree of map vertex i less the number of spanning
tree edges connected to vertex i. Since

PN

i=1

0

d (vCi ) = 2(M − N ), we have that step

2 requires 2(N − 1) − 1 + 2N (N − 1) + 4(M − N ), or 2N 2 + 4M − 4N − 3
edge traversals.
Thus the validation algorithm requires at most
F = 4N 2 + 4M − 4M − 6

(2)

or O(N 2 ) edge traversals. Check this carefully sez Evangelos. David? Done. dw. ⇐ To do
DW: Possible addition to the text: It should be noted that the simplicity of ⇐ To do
the validation algorithm leads us to believe that this bound is closer to the
typical number of edges traversed than the bound derived in previous work
for the more intricate exploration algorithm. There seem to be fewer potential

13

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Stages in validating a graph. The graph was validated with itself starting with
the correct location and orientation. Edges that have been validated are drawn with a
thicker line. Note that non-spanning tree edges are validated in one direction at a time
and these are drawn half thick/half thin with the thicker end corresponding to the validated
end of the edge. The location of the robot is indicated with a square and the location of the
marker is indicated by a diamond. (a) shows the validation algorithm after the validation
of the spanning tree, while (b) shows the validation algorithm after validating half of each
of the graph edges. This graph was correctly validated.
optimizations that can be exploited with the validation algorithm than with
the exploration algorithm.

4.1

Special cases

The following example serves to illustrate briefly the functioning of the algorithm. Can ⇐ To do
we get these picture without the menus and titlebars (GD)?? Michael???
Example 1. Figure 1 shows the state of the validation process at two stages in the
validation of a simple graph. Figure 1(a) shows the validation process after the validation
of the spanning tree of the graph, while Figure 1(b) shows the same graph after half of
each of the graph edges have been validated. Treating this graph as a map, two corrupted
14

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Two graphs which fail when being validated by the map given in Figure 1. (a)
fails as the spanning tree cannot be validated, while (b) fails because a non-tree edge is
incorrect.
versions and the point of failure of the validation process are shown in Figure 2. Figure
2(a) is a version of the graph from Figure 1 corrupted by the addition of an extra vertex
and edge. The validation process (indicated by the heavy lines) fails in the spanning tree
validation stage as the spanning trees do not agree (the degree of one of the nodes on the
spanning tree is incorrect). Figure 2(b) shows a corrupted graph in which the spanning
trees agree but in which the graph edges are incorrect. Here the spanning tree is verifiable,
but the non-spanning-tree edges of the map and the world disagree. I am not very sure ⇐ To do
this example above adds anything. We should draw a conclusion from this (I
have none to offer) or, perhaps, cut the example. Second opinion? (GD). This example has tutorial value. Can cut, if necessary. EEM., Let’s leave it in
for now...dw.

Example 2 (Random Graphs). To compare the performance of exploration and validation, both algorithms were tested on a variety of random graphs [4]. The first set of
parameterized random graphs was generated by starting with a complete 2D lattice (i.e.
15

a grid) and deleting a specified fraction of randomly selected edges such that the graph
remains connected. This first family of graphs should be familiar to those who have been
forced to drive a car in Montreal (where roads are often under repair in the summer), and
are termed Montreal graphs with deletion factor p, or M ontreal(p), p ∈ (0, 1).

Always ⇐ To do

useful give it a name so we can refer to it. P is an expert at it. –GD. Good.
EEM. Yes. dw.

They are also characteristic of the hallway structure of many indoor

environments such as offices or warehouses.
The second class of examples, random-connection graphs rc(p), is generated by starting
with a tree (p = 0) and adding some number of random edges, to the point of having a fully
connected graph (when p = 1). For each of these sequences we observe how the number of
steps required for exploration and validation varies as a function of the number of edges
⇐ To do

in the graph.
I believe Mike’s additions below supersede these notes. Let us leave them
out of the text, as they originally were. EEM.
TO DO: For the full lattice example below, M=2N. Therefore exploration
with one marker should take about 7M N − 3N 2 = 11N 2 = 110, 000 f or N = 100,
and ** THIS IS 9MN, ISN’T IT? G.D. Yes. EEM.** validation should take
4N 2 since dmax = 4, or 40, 000 moves. In the experiment, exploration took 10, 000
moves, whereas validation took 24, 000 steps. In the random adjacency matrix
graph example, the same factors are observed between the theoretical and
experimental bounds. This means we should be able to shave a factor of 10
off the exploration complexity bound we had in the exploration paper, and a
factor of 2 off the validation complexity presented above.
** GD: I am note sure I can buy the above paragraph or the one following.
I can see how to remove a factor of 2 from the theoretical bound (ns is
the number of vertices in the explored subgraph, which is assumed bounded
by n, whereas it could be seen as 1,2,...,n).
16

In addition to that, we have

some algorithm statements requiring up to ns mechanical steps, and we bound
this by ns. This is closer to 1 as the explored subgraph approaches the fully
connected original graph, giving a cost of the form 1+2+...+n/2+....+2+1 (as
the explored subgraph starts small and grows to the fully connected version),
chopping off at least another factor of 2. I wonder whether the above arguments
can be made any more precise.
** GD: Again, I didn’t add this new stuff in as I am not sure we need it or
can say what it really means.
It would be interesting, for the lattice and random adjacency graph examples, to generate a graph that shows the (cumulative) number of steps as a
function of the size of the solved subproblem. The latter can be defined as the
size (say the number of edges) of the explored subgraph (for the exploration
problem) and as the the number of edges validated (for the validation problem).
I expect a linear growth in the validation problem, and a slower than linear
growth in the exploration problem, expect at the very end, when it becomes
faster than linear. Is the latter easy to generate with your programs?
Montreal lattices Two dimensional square lattices (with holes) represent the type of
environment that is often encountered in the interior of modern buildings and in warehouses. (Note that it is the connectivity of the graph, not the distance between nodes that
is important). Figure 3 shows two sample input graphs. In order to examine the effect of
the connectivity of the graph the performance of the algorithm was evaluated on examples
with progressively larger numbers or edges deleted (p decreasing) up to a maximum deletion factor of 20% of all of the edges in the graph (p = 0.2). A sample graph with 20% of
its edges removed is shown in Figure 3(b).
For the family of Montreal graphs (connected random square lattices indexed by the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Sample lattice graphs. (a) corresponds to the fully connected case, while (b) has
20% of its edges removed.
fraction p of edges present) we have:
dmax = 4
M = 2(1 − p)(N −

√

N ).

Thus the number of steps required by the validation and exploration algorithm is bounded
by the following for exploration and validation respectively.
explore

√
√
≤ 9N 2 − 10N 3/2 + 12N − 18 N + 8 + p(−10N 2 + 10N 3/2 − 18N + 18 N )
≤ O(N 2 )

√
validate ≤ 4N 2 + (4 − 8p)N + (8p − 8) N − 6
≤ O(N 2 )
(3)
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) correspond to the extreme conditions for the graphs which were
explored in order to produce the results shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the number
18

of robot steps required for exploration and validation of rectangular lattice graphs with
holes. As can be seen from the graph, the cost of exploring the graph (marked by +) is
consistently less than the cost of validating the graph (marked by 3), even though the
constant scale factor in the complexity above suggests that the opposite should happen.
Note that over all graphs the validation operation takes far fewer robot moves in the
worst case (O(n2 ) versus O(n3 )). If the graph is planar and has no more than one edge
per vertex pair, however, the number of edges M satisfies the inequality M ≤ 3n − 6. In
this case, exploration is also quadratic in the number of vertices N . In the random graph
examples shown below, the number of vertices is fixed. In this case, complexity is a linear
function of the number of edges, which is observed in both examples.
For sufficiently large N , both algorithms should perform within a constant factor of
each other. For a fixed N , exploration and validation should be linear decreasing functions
of p. As illustrated by the plot in Figure 4, the curves are approximately linear, however
(i) exploration outperforms the validation algorithm, and (ii) the exploration algorithm
runs roughly 8 times faster than the bound in equation (3) and the validation algorithm
runs roughly 2 times faster than the bound in equation (3).
The bounds in equation (3) are worst-case upper bounds which could be improved for
specific classes of graph-like worlds, especially if the algorithm could be correspondingly
adjusted. In addition, there are a number of stages in both the validation and exploration
algorithms where heuristics are applied based on “likely” scenaria; we believe this improves
their performance in typical graphs although the worst-case performance is unmodified.
Unfortunately, the difficulty of establishing a suitably general yet meaningful formalization
of an “average” graph is a long-standing problem in the field and so these heuristics cannot
be readily evaluated in the context of our worst-case analysis.

Had something like... ⇐ To do

and it is difficult to capture this optimization in the analysis of the algorithms.
OK. EEM. For example, in the validation code the following optimizations occur during
the validation of the non-spanning tree edges:
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• If there are no non-tree edges out of a node then the node does not require the marker
drop and the tree search for edges leading to the node (steps 2a-d in the presentation
of the algorithm). This saves 2(N − 1) steps per node lacking non-tree edges.
• When searching for nodes with edges leading back to the node at which the marker
has been dropped (steps 2c-d), it is not necessary to traverse subtrees which do not
have map edges that return to the node at which the marker was dropped.
Similar optimizations can be applied to the exploration algorithm. In addition, in both
algorithms there are a number of steps in which nodes can be visited in any order (as long
as all of the nodes having a particular property are visited). In particular, nodes can be
visited in an order which would tend to reduce motion of the robot. We will return to this
point later when we consider the addition of metric data to the validation and exploration
algorithms.

Random adjacency matrix: A second class of graphs we consider are those with random node interconnectivity. Figure 5(a) shows a random spanning tree of 19 nodes. Additional edges were added to random spanning trees until a complete graph (i.e. all possible
edges) was obtained. This is shown in Figure 5(b).
The number of moves made by the robot while validating or exploring the random
graphs is shown in Figure 6. The horizontal axis shows the fraction of tree edges present
in the graph. Random adjacency matrices were generated with M edges. If a given node
was not connected to the bulk of the graph an extra edge was added above the M edges
to ensure the graph was connected. The left hand side of the graph (0.0-0.04) corresponds
to the type of graph shown in Figure 5a while the right hand side of the graph (1.0)
corresponds to the graph shown in Figure 5b.
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Robot steps

Fraction of edges removed
Figure 4: Regular lattice with holes. The exploration algorithm (+) consistently outperforms the validation algorithm (3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Sample random adjacency graphs. (a) corresponds to the tree case, while (b)
corresponds to the fully connected (regular) graph case.
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Robot steps

Fraction of possible edges present
Figure 6: Random graph results. The horizontal axis is the fraction of edges in the graph
relative to the complete graph. The vertical axis gives the number of robot moves for the
validation (3) and exploration (+) algorithms. For a sufficiently well connected graph the
validation algorithm outperforms the exploration algorithm.
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For the family of random adjacency matrices indexed by the fraction p of edges of the
complete graph we have:
dmax ≤ N − 1
M = p(N 2 − N )/2.
thus for p >> 0.05 (the graph is connected) the number of steps required by the validation
and exploration algorithm is bounded by
explore

≤ −3N 2 + 6N + 2 + p( 27 N 3 − 4N 2 + 12 N ) ≤ O(N 3 )

validate ≤ (4 + 2p)N 2 − (4 + 2p)N − 6

≤ O(N 2 )

(4)

Note that if the random graph became disconnected, random edges were added to unconnected nodes connecting them to the graph. Thus the bounds above under-estimate the
costs for small p.
As the connectivity of the graph increases, the performance of the validation algorithm
relative to the exploration algorithm improves. The validation algorithm “wins” in that
its basic step is to drop a marker in a particular location and then visit all nodes with
unexplored edges to see if they are incident on the node containing the marker. Thus,
as the connectivity of the graph increases, validation gets more work done for a given
traversal of the tree. On the other hand the exploration algorithm must continually visit
the boundary of the explored subgraph S and more and more edges extend from it as the
connectivity of the graph increases.
Although validation is a less expensive operation in terms of worst-case mechanical
complexity, unless the domain under consideration is highly interconnected, it may be
more desirable to re-explore the environment, rather than validate an existing graph.
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5

Self-location and map validation with unknown initial pose

Now consider the more general problem in which the robot is given a map of its environment, but is not told its location and orientation with respect to the map. In this section
we develop an algorithm for performing two tasks at once: validating the correctness of the
map, and, in the case in which the map is correct, finding the correspondence between the
map and the world. This is the self-location problem, which in our case involves identifying
the initial vertex on the map and/or the correct “orientation” (i.e. the mapping between
physical exits from that vertex and map edges incident on that vertex).
Two major issues are involved here:
• Under what conditions does the problem have a unique solution? In graphs with
symmetries it may not be possible to identify uniquely the robot position and orientation.
• Can the problem can be solved efficiently? This paper gives an algorithm for the
self-location problem that uses O(N 3 ) moves.
The idea behind the self-location algorithm is first to form all possible hypotheses using
the given map, corresponding to all possible initial vertices and orientations (i.e. their
reference edges) in the map, and then to explore the graph, discarding hypotheses which
are found to lead to inconsistencies during exploration. The number of such hypotheses is
P

i=1..N

d(vCi ) where dvCi is the degree of vertex i on the map C and N is the total number

of vertices. If dmax is the maximum degree of any vertex, the number of hypotheses is
bounded by N dmax . Under our assumption that there are no instances of multiple edges
between a single vertex pair, or edges with both ends attached to the same vertex, then
dmax < N − 1 and there will be no more than N (N − 1) or O(N 2 ) hypotheses in total.
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The algorithm for self-location and validation is much like the exploration algorithm
described in [14] in terms of the physical steps of the robot, except that additional data
structures are maintained as the robot moves. For each hypothesis, consisting of an initial
pose depicted on the map, a correspondence is maintained between world nodes/edges
and map nodes/edges as the robot carries out the exploration algorithm. Whenever the
information the robot senses about the real world does not match the information modelled
by a specific hypothesis, then that hypothesis is rejected. The following hypothesis rejection
conditions can occur:
1. When the robot moves from one location to another, the robot’s position on each
hypothesis is updated. If the degree of the map node and the world node disagree
then that hypothesis is rejected.
2. When the exploration algorithm discovers a new vertex which would split a single
vertex in the map according What is meant by ”split” here? (DW’s question) ⇐ To do
to the hypothesized initial pose, then that hypothesis is rejected.
3. When the exploration algorithm discovers that two edges are incident to the same
vertex which belong to different vertices on the map according to the hypothesized
initial pose, then that hypothesis is rejected.
4. When the exploration algorithm discovers that a particular edge index disagrees with
the edge’s index on the map according to the hypothesized initial pose, then that
hypothesis is rejected.
When the exploration process is complete, one of the following cases must hold:
1. No hypotheses remain. In that case no starting pose was consistent with the world
model, and the map must be incorrect.
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2. One (or more) hypotheses remain. Then for each of these hypothesized starting
points, there does not exist a sequence of operations or sensations that the robot can
perform that illuminates any inconsistency between the hypothesized initial pose(s),
the map, and the robot’s true starting pose and the true environment. Thus the map
can be used for navigation and path planning, and any one of the starting pose(s) can
be assumed to be correct. Figure 7 shows the surviving hypotheses for the validation
algorithm with unknown initial pose. Of the 18 possible initial hypothesized poses,
6 remain after map validation.

A detailed description of the self-location algorithm is given in the appendix.

6

Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented new algorithms that permit a mobile robot to use a priori graph-like
maps of a known environment. In [14] we demonstrated how a robot could explore its
environment using only a single movable marker. This paper presented self-location and
map validation algorithms which allow a robot to localize itself and validate a previously
computed map. We have analyzed the mechanical time (i.e. motion) complexity of the
various algorithms and have demonstrated that for certain classes of graphs (with the
relatively sparse connectivity characteristic of typical real environments), it may be less
expensive to re-explore the environment than to validate the map, even when the worst
case complexity analysis indicates that the opposite could be true.
Both the self-location and map validation algorithms terminate if the map is found to
be incorrect. One problem that is not addressed in this paper is how to deal with changes
to the environment or errors in the map. We call this the map recovery problem: given
a partially incorrect map of an environment, how can one (optimally or near-optimally)
determine where the errors in the map are and correct them. There are various ways in
26

(a)

(b)
Figure 7: Part (a) shows a graph with symmetries and a reference position and orientation.
Part (b) shows all of the possible symmetries of the graph in terms of a reference position
and orientation indistinguishable from the one of part (a). The robot’s initial pose is
indicated by a heavy circle and a heavy line.
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which one map can be modified to produce another. If the allowable set of transformations
is limited, it may be possible to devise efficient algorithms to fix a “defective” map. Possible
constraints could include to assume that the damage is local: only node deletion might be
allowed but no node addition; only edge deletion might be allowed, et cetera. Many such
constraints have real world analogues (for example, only edge deletions might correspond
to navigating in an office where some of the doorways had been closed). We leave this as
a future research problem.

6.1

The addition of metric aids

The algorithms presented in this paper operate independently of any metric positional
information. Metric information can be added in many different ways. One option would
be to add the metric location of a node to the “node signature” [19]. Thus nodes would only
be confused with each other if they had the correct degree and they were sufficiently close
to each other. One potential problem with this approach would be that “close enough”
could be quite difficult to evaluate in practice.
A second approach would be to use the algorithms as presented here, but to use metric
information as a heuristic to order potential nodes throughout the algorithms. In each of
the exploration, validation, and self-location algorithms, there are a number of steps which
require traversing a subset of the nodes in the world searching for the marker. As described
above, the order in which these nodes are searched is arbitrary. If metric information is
available then this could be used to choose to search “near” the expected node first. One
advantage of this second approach would be that “close enough” would not have to be
defined, and failure of the metric information would not impair the correctness of the
algorithm, only its performance.
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6.2

Other non-metric graph exploration aids

In this work and in earlier papers we have assumed that the robot is equipped with one
or more unique markers that can be used to help the robot explore (or validate or locate
itself) within its environment. Markers are not the only possible aid that a robot can use
to explore its environment. There are many others. One alternative is to accept ambiguous
world models as inevitable and attempt to retain the simplest model, or use heuristic cues
about the world [11]. Other alternatives are sketched below.
An infinitely long thread: Suppose that there is an infinitely long thread (relative to
the diameter of the graph) with one end affixed in a particular node (akin to Ariadne’s
thread that helped Theseus come out of the labyrinth after killing the Minotaur). Then
it is straightforward to explore the graph using a depth first search. Whenever the robot
enters a node which already contains the thread, then the thread either starts in that
room and goes straight out one door or it comes in one door and goes out the other. In
the former case, the robot has returned to the start and we know the enumeration of the
entrance door with respect to the door from which the thread leaves. In the latter case,
if these two doors are distinguished (by markings on the thread, for example), and the
distance from the initial node is also available (again by markings on the thread), then
again the enumeration and location of the entrance edge is available. Exploration should
then be of order O(E) where E is the number of edges in the graph as we need only ever
traverse an edge twice. A similar sort of algorithm arises when bread crumbs or a can of
spray paint is available to distinctly and permanently mark locations in the environment.
⇐ To do
A single immovable marker:

GD: I BELEIVE IT **IS** POSSIBLE TO DO

WITH ONE NON-MOVABLE MARKER AND MY STUDENT (SUPPOSEDLY) SHOWED IT. IN SHORT, EVERY NODE IS IDENTIFIED BY A
DOOR SEQUENCE THAT GETS IN BACK TO THE ROOT WHERE THE
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MARKER IS. HENCE, I HAVER DELETED THE FOLLOWING AND REPOLACED IT BY WHAT IS BELOW.
With a single uniquely identifiable node in the graph, it is still not possible
to explore the graph. The problem again is with the possible symmetries within
the graph. It is possible to build sophisticated equivalence classes for nodes,
but it is impossible to generate edge ordering information in all cases for the
nodes. This suggests that the immovable marker should somehow indicate an
absolute ordering on node exits, or be directional. In that case, every node in
the graph is characterized by a unique set of coordinates with respect to the
origin.
LOOKS GOOD. EEM.
Even a single uniquely identifiable marker is sufficent to solve the exploration, validation
and self-location problems. Unfortunately, the cost of performing the tasks can become
high. In summary, each node in the graph can be identified by a “door-sequence” back to
the location where the marker lies. The exploration algorithm outlined in this document
could be modified such that looking for a marker becomes an operation of testing for the
door sequences that should lead back to the identifiable location (and returning again).
A single movable directional marker: Consider the exploration algorithm in [14] and
also sketched in §3 but in which the marker is directional, that is, it can be placed so as to
point in a particular direction. The exploration code can then be simplified. Whenever the
robot drops the marker it drops it pointing back towards the explored part of the graph.
Then whenever the robot encounters the marker it can trivially determine the edge index
of the newly explored edge, Without a directional marker, this process of “validating the
back-link” is expensive. As validation of backlinks makes up a large part of the effort in
exploration, this minor change in the complexity of the marker will have a major impact
on the algorithm’s performance.
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A

Statement of the Self-location Algorithm

THE ALGORITHM
The following is a self-contained statement of the self-location algorithm. The selflocation algorithm has the same mechanical steps as the exploration algorithm presented
in [14], with the addition of hypothesis generation and testing, which takes place entirely
in the robot’s mind.
We denote the mapping from the model S that the exploration algorithm is contructing
to world W by φ; φ(v) of a vertex v in S is the real-world vertex to which the robot’s
label corresponds. The additional data structure is a set HS of hypotheses {H}. For each
hypothesis H another mapping µH is established between the model S and the hypothesis
H; µH (v) of a vertex v in S is the vertex of hypothesis H to which v corresponds. A
hypothesis H is a possible registration of the given map M with the model S, and therefore
with the real world via the mapping φ−1 .
A “soft” marker is used for each real marker on hypothesis H.
Definitions of the subroutines used by the algorithm are given following the statement
of the top-level algorithm. In the top-level algorithm, mechanical steps are in italics, and
electronic steps are in roman. Note that all steps related to the maintainance of hypotheses
are electronic steps.
Comments are preceded by the symbol ..

.
. Initially the robot starts at some vertex vinitial with
. the markers on the floor
. Each hypothesis H is defined by assigning a possible value to the mapping µH :
. µH (vinit ) and µH (e), for all edges e incident on vinit
. As the exploration proceeds, either the mapping µH is completed,
. or the hypothesis is rejected
. At any time, mapping µH has been defined for
. all vertices and edges within model (explored subgraph) S.
.
for i from 1 to k
pickup(markeri )
S := ({ vinitial }, {}) U := {φ−1 (e) | e is incident with φ(vinitial )}
. Elements of U are pairs (v, k), where v is the known vertex and k is the
. index for each edge e
for each e in U
index(e, vinitial ) := consistent ordering of φ(e)
w.r.t. an arbitrary edge incident on vinit
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end for
vcurrent := vinitial
loop
exit when U = {} . i.e. no unexplored edge remains
.
. Select a subset of the unexplored edges in U
. of up to k elements and call this E
.
choose(E)
.
. For each new edge (v1 , l) in U , move the robot to φ(v1 )
. Move physically along the new edge, drop the marker there φ(v2 )
. and immediately return to the known graph φ(v1 ).
. Note that although vertex v2 is not yet identified with respect to S,
. and hence µH (v2 ) is not yet defined, we can determine that
. µH (v2 ) = otherVertex(edge(µH (v1 ), l), µH (v1 ))
.
for each ei = (v1 , l) E, with known vertex v1
walk(φ(vcurrent ), φ(v1 ))
followEdge(φ(ei )) . to φ(v2 )
.
. Hypothesis test 1. Vertex degrees do not match.
if ( degree (otherVertex(edge (µH (v1 ), l), µH (v1 ) ) 6= degree (φ(v2 ))
then reject (H)
.
drop(markeri )
followEdge(φ(ei )) . to φ(v1 )
end for
.
. Search through the graph looking for the dropped markers
.
search(S, markerFound, markerLocation) . and set vcurrent
. markerFound is now a k-vector of boolean flags
. markerLocation is a k-vector of vertex numbers
for each i from k down to 1
if markerF oundi then
.
. Found a marker at vertex v2 of S.
.
. Hypothesis test 2. Marker found at the wrong vertex
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if ( µH (v2 ) 6= otherVertex(edge (µH (v1 ), l), µH (v1 ) )
then reject (H)
.
. Determine index of ei w.r.t. to its unknown end v2 :
.
walk(φ(vcurrent ), φ(v1 ))
drop(markeri )
walk(φ(v1 ), φ(v2 ))
for each edge f leaving v2
followEdge(φ(f)) . to vunknown
if markeri at vunknown then
index(ei , v2 ) := index(f, v2 )
.
. Hypothesis test 3. Edge index mismatch.
if (index (ei , v2 ) 6=
index (µH (f ), otherVertex(edge (µH (v1 ), l), µH (v1 ))
then reject (H)
.
remove ei from U
pickup(markeri )
vcurrent := v1
exit for
end if
followEdge (φ(f)) . back to v2
end for
else
.
. Didn’t find the marker. This is a new vertex
.
walk(φ(vcurrent ), φ(v1 ))
followEdge(φ(ei )) . to φ(v2 )
pickup(markeri )
add v2 to S
add ei to S
.
. Hypothesis maintenance action: Set value of µH (v2 ) and µH (ei )
µH (v2 ) := otherVertex(edge (µH (v1 ), l), µH (v1 ))
µH (ei ) := edge (µH (v1 ), l)
.
index(ei , v2 ) := 0
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for each other edge f leaving φ(v2 )
index(φ−1 (f), v2 ) :=
consistent ordering with respect to ei
−1
add φ (f) to U
end for
for each other markerj at φ(v2 )
pickup(markerj )
markerF oundj := true
markerLocationj := v2
end for
end if
end for
end loop
subroutines:
choose(E)
. choose up to k edges e1 , e2 , ...ek from U such that the known
. incident vertex of e1 is closest to vcurrent , and
. for i = 1, 2, ...k − 1 we have that the known incident vertex of
. ei+1 is closest to the known incident vertex of ei
run shortestPath k times to find edges satisfying the above
description.
walk(vf rom , vto )
run shortestPath to get shortest path (e1 , e2 ,... ek )
from vf rom to vto , through S.
for i from 1 to k
followEdge(φ(ei ))
end for
search(S, markerFound, markerLocation)
. a breadth-first approximation
. to a travelling salesman problem solution seems appropriate
. since markers are likely to be close to current vertex in S
. Do traversal of S, stopping when k markers have been encountered
. or all vertices have been visited
run Kruskal’s algorithm to get min spanning tree of S
for i from 1 to k set markerF oundi to f alse
do breadth-first traversal, taking “short cuts” across non-tree
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edges to next vertex where possible. We consider two versions here:
a) only take single-edge short cuts (check if current and next
vertex in traversal are adjacent).
b) run shortestPath to find shortest path from current
to next vertex at each step.
whenever a marker i is encountered, set markerF oundi to true
and set markerLocationi to the vertex number in S, and
execute pickup(markeri ).
shortestPath(source)
. do a breadth-first labelling of vertices starting from vertex “source”
. where labels indicate previous vertex in path back to sink. This
. is inspired by the Ford-Fulkerson labelling algorithm.
. It suffices for finding shortest paths in an unweighted graph,
. taking O(n) time. Use Dijkstra’s algorithm if there are weights
. on the edges (O(n2 )).
label source
loop
for each newly-labelled (i.e. from last loop pass) vertex v
label all vertices adjacent to v
end for
end loop
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